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What’s Included

•Know Your Project

•Finding Money for Your Project

•Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application 

•If You DO Get Funded

•If You Don’t Get Funded



Know Your Project and Property

Who? Why?

Where ?

H
o
w
?

• What is to be 
preserved?

• How will it be  
preserved?

• Who owns it?
• What work is needed?
• Who will do the work?



Know Your 
Project and 
Property

What information  
exists to help define 
the needs of the 
property?

Do you need more 
information?



Know Your 
Project and 
Property

Is the project ready?  

How much money do 
you need to make the 
project happen? 



Finding Money for Your Project

Private Sources
•Empty your piggy 
bank
•Hold a bake sale or 
flea market
•Find a private 
foundation or 
wealthy individual 
with an interest in 
your project

Public Sources
Municipal

•$$$ voted at town 
meeting or by city or 
town council

State
State Funds 



Matching Funder to Project
Understand Funding Requirements

Can you comply with any “strings” that come with 
the money?



Understand Funding Requirements

•Do Timing of Funder and 
Project Align?

 What Costs are Eligible?

 When are Funds Provided 
to Recipient?

 What Match Funds are 
Allowed?
 Do the puzzle pieces fit 

together?



Preparing a 
Successful 
Grant 
Application

Grant Writing Tip #1

Follow Directions!



Preparing a 
Successful 
Grant 
Application

Utilize any 
available training



Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

Follow directions! 

Read the instructions 
and entire application

EARLY AND OFTEN



Preparing a Successful 
Grant Application

Is there a pre-application?

 If so, complete with care 

 Submit ON TIME



Preparing a 
Successful Grant 
Application

What is the Funder 
MOST Interested In?

 Focus on funder’s 
primary concerns

 Watch for NUANCES 
in funder’s interests



Project Name  

Southwest Centerville 
Joanne and Thomas V. 

Kadiddlehopper 
Barking Dog Road 

Memorial Library and 
Community Center
Window, Door and 

Bulkhead Restoration 
Project

Centerville Library 
Restoration

Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

Succinct and    
Pronounceable



Follow Directions!
Answer Every (Relevant) 
Question

Use credible data

Cite sources succinctly



Follow Directions!

Answer Every (Relevant) 
Question

• Be creative but honest

• Avoid leaving questions blank



Follow Directions!
Meet space or word 
count requirements

 Hone your text    
 EDIT

The Centerville Library was built in 1902 
with money gifted to the town by noted 
philanthropist Andrew Carnegie.  Based on 
advice from Carnegie’s assistant  James 
Bertram, the town selected Edward 
Lippencott Tilton as the architect for the 
building.  The architectural design is 
described in the 2007 publication Edward 
Lippencott Tilton, a Monograph on His 
Architectural Practice by Lisa Mausolf and 
Elizabeth Durfee Hengen. The architecture 
was  simple and formal, welcoming patrons 
to enter through a prominent doorway, 
accessed via a staircase. The entry staircase 
symbolized a person's elevation by learning. 
Similarly, outside virtually every library was 
a lamppost or lantern, meant to represent 
the enlightenment to be accessed at the 
library. 

The architecture of the 1902 
Centerville Library is simple and 
formal.  Patrons enter through a 
prominent doorway at the top of a 
staircase symbolizing the patron’s 
elevation by learning. Mausolf and 
Hengen (2007) describe it as a 
remarkable example of a small town 
Carnegie Library.



Budget   Income should equal or exceed expenses

Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

$$$$$$$$



Budget is important!

Check the math

Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application



Budget
Be consistent – use the same numbers throughout 
the application

Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

On Cover Sheet:

Total Request = $105,000

Total Project Value = $350,000

On Cover sheet

Total Request = $63,050  Total Project Cost = $150, 715

In Project Budget:

Total Request = $63,219 Total Project Cost = $151,050



Budget

Document expenses

Preparing a Successful 
Grant Application



Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application
A picture is worth a 
thousand words – make 
project photos count

THE BEAUTY

The Beasts 



Where is your beloved resource? 

There are many ways to make effective maps

Preparing a Successful 
Grant Application



Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

Letters of Support
 If requested
 Meaningful
 Don’t Overdo



Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

Edit text for consistency 
and voice



Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

Is it written clearly 
enough that your 
grandmother could 
understand it?



Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

Enlist fresh eyes to  read the entire application for 
clarity and consistency



Review the 
application and 
instructions one 
more time

Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application



Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

Grant writing tip #2

Submit ON TIME!



Preparing a Successful Grant 
Application

•Submit required 
number of copies

•Submit in requested 
format



Grant Funder’s Decision Making

•Grant review takes time!

• Learn what you can 
about process and 
timeline



Grant Funder’s Decision Making
Who makes the decisions?

What contact is appropriate? 



Grant Funder’s Decision Making
Requests exceed amount available 

Be realistic

Amount Available

Amount Requested



Grant Funder’s Decision Making

Site Visit 

 Who attends? 

 What do they want 
to see?



Grant Funder’s Decision Making

If additional information 

is requested 

 Provide on time

 Provide what is asked 

for



Grant Funder’s Decision Making
When and how are results conveyed? 



If You are Awarded Funding

Celebrate! 



If You are Awarded 
Funding

Give credit to donor 
as requested

KEEP 
CALM 
AND THANK 

YOUR 
DONORS



If You are Awarded Funding
Alert funder ASAP if project needs change

Can we change our project 
from restoring windows to 

replacing rotted sills? 



If You are Awarded Funding
Complete project 
 as described and on time



If You Are NOT Awarded Funding 
REMEMBER:

Requests exceed amount available 

Amount Available

Amount Requested



If You Are Not Awarded Funding

Do NOT 
take it 

personally



If You Are Not Awarded Funding

Seek feedback ?



If You Are Not Awarded Funding

Adjust future 

applications per

feedback



If You Are Not Awarded Funding

Reapply if appropriate 
and timely 



Grant Writing is an Adventure

With care (and a little luck) it can take you far



Applying for an Historic-
Resources Grant from LCHIP

By George Born, Historic Resource Specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am George Born, the Historic Resource Specialist at New Hampshire’s Land & Community Heritage Investment Program.It is a great privilege to work with people like you, the proponents and advocates of worthy historic preservation projects around the state.My purpose here is to provide you with an overview of the Program, as concerns historic resources, and to answer questions you may have.Some of you may be keen on applying to LCHIP this summer.  Others may just be familiarizing yourselves with LCHIP as a possible funding option down the road.In either case, I hope you find this informative.



LCHIP awards matching grants for 
preservation planning & rehab/restoration.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For nearly two decades, LCHIP has been awarding moneys to communities and nonprofits to help preserve the state’s most special places.This includes a robust land-conservation program, spearheaded by LCHIP’s Natural Resource Specialist, Paula Bellemore.  For those of you who might have questions about that side of our program, I encourage you to reach out to her.The historic-preservation grants that LCHIP awards are notable because most other states do not have a similar program.  We are fortunate to live in a state that values its special places enough to make funding a program like this a priority.The moneys we grant are collected around the state by County Registries, when legal documents are recorded.  That recording fee is $25.  Multiplied throughout the year by all the documents that get recorded, these moneys add up.  For the last several years, revenues have amounted to approximately 3.5 million dollars in funds that we can grant annually.



You are dedicated to preserving 
a cherished community resource.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By virtue of your being here today, I know that you are dedicated to the preservation of an historic place in your community – a church, school, library, historical society, or other cherished landmark.Working with committed people like you is one of the most gratifying parts of my job.  You are doing important work – oftentimes work that no one else in the community is poised so well to do.You and others like you are the bulwark of historic preservation in this country.  You provide leadership, time, energy, money, and other resources on behalf of the places you are passionate about and that bear witness to our history.



You need money 
to help preserve this valued resource.

$

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also know that you face enormous challenges.Have any of you seen a movie called “The Money Pit”?  It was made in 1986 and stars Tom Hanks and Shelley Long as a young couple who buy an old, falling-down house.  The film is a catalogue of all the disasters that can befall people rehabbing an old building: doors fall off their hinges, a staircase collapses, and a bathtub falls through floor.   There are also plumbing and electrical problems – the works.Meanwhile, the hapless couple struggle with their contractor, who promises that the work will be done soon – as costs mount.As we know, work on old buildings can be more costly and time-consuming than originally planned.The story – which is a comedy – ultimately has a happy ending, as the main characters surmount the difficulties and successfully fix the old place up.I am hopeful that your work can also have a happy ending.



You would like to win an LCHIP grant 
to help with this important work.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your planned project has one advantage that Tom Hank’s and Shelly Long’s characters did not have.Your project is not a private house, which is not eligible for LCHIP funding.But our program is competitive: Last year, people from all around the state applied for nearly $7 million dollars, and we were only able to award about $3.9 million dollars.That means that some projects – even some very worthy ones – were not funded at all.It also means that some applicants only received part of what they were looking for.The reality of grant-seeking is that there are no guarantees.



Let us outline key aspects of the program, 
so that you can write a competitive application.

Eligibility •Intent to Apply

Selection 
Criteria •Proposal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But we are here to help – to provide you with information and to answer your questions.Our focus today is to familiarize you with the most important and most widely relevant aspects of the program.Your proposed project may have specifics that demand deeper research – and I encourage you to read more about the program, including our Criteria, Guidelines, and Procedures, on our website.Today, I want to take you through what you need to know in order to complete two documents – one short and one long – that applicants submit in the spring and the summer.When cooking, it is important to make sure you have all the necessary ingredients before you start.  The first document is like assembling the necessary ingredients.  It ensures that you are ready to more forward with a proposal.  The second document is where you mix everything together to make a great dish – your grant proposal.



Prepare an Intent-to-Apply form 
and submit to LCHIP by May 17.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first is called an Intent-to-Apply form.It is a one-page document, and the deadline for submitting it to LCHIP is Friday, May 17.In it, applicants provide basic information about their organization, their resource, their intended scope of work, and their likely request for funding.This is the first hurdle to LCHIP funding.After you submit this, LCHIP staff will review it carefully to make sure that all aspects of your plans comply with the legislatively-mandated criteria for funding.If there are concerns, we will reply and ask you to address them.If there are no concerns, we will invite you to prepare a more detailed, and formal, proposal, which is due on the last Friday of June.



Your organization, your resource, 
and your scope of work must be eligible.

Eligible

Organization
Eligible

Resource
Eligible

Scope of Work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Intent-to-Apply form, we are looking to answer some key questions:Is your organization eligible for funding?Does your historic resource qualify to benefit from an LCHIP grant?And, is what you want to do within the scope of what we can help pay for?Let’s take each of those questions in turn.



Applicants must be either a political 
subdivision of the state or a 501 c nonprofit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To qualify  for LCHIP funding, the recipient must be either a political subdivision of the state of New Hampshire – such as a town, city, or county – or a publicly supported nonprofit organization recognized as exempt from paying taxes under Section 501 c of the Internal Revenue Code.



Other parties wishing to participate may 
partner with an eligible applicant.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If your group does not fall into one or two of these two categories, you will have to find a willing partner to serve as the applicant.To make this agreement official, you will want to have a written agreement with your partner to clarify who is responsible for what aspects of the project.In such a scenario, the eligible organization would apply for the funds, and, if awarded a grant, would receive the moneys from LCHIP and pass them on to you.Meanwhile, it is likely that your organization would manage the project and maintain the historic structure.A recent example of this is in Lebanon, where the City applied for a grant on behalf of the Housing Authority, which owns and manages a prominent historic building as subsidized housing for senior citizens.Under this arrangement, the City served as a fiscal agent for the Housing Authority.And the Housing Authority supervised the work and maintains the property.



Resources must be listed – or eligible for 
listing – on the State or National Register.

Grant Round 17 (2018) 
Wolfeboro Freight Shed  
Attachment 3 
Proof of Determination of Eligibility for listing on the State Register. 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to being an eligible organization, you must also have an eligible historic resource.This is defined as a property listed, or determined eligible for listing, on either the State or the National Registers of Historic Places.These Registers are the official lists – maintained by the State and Federal governments – of certified historic resources.Check with the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources – otherwise known as the DHR – to find out that status of your property.If it is already listed on either the State or National Registers – you are all set.If it has already been determined officially eligible for listing – you are all set.If it is neither listed nor determined eligible for listing, then you need to apply to the state Division of Historical Resources for an official Determination of Eligibility – or D.o.E..


Grant Round 17 (2018)

Wolfeboro Freight Shed 

Attachment 3

Proof of Determination of Eligibility for listing on the State Register.







image1.png





Your proposed scope of work must follow 
nationally recognized preservation standards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming you are an eligible organization and you have an eligible resource, the proposed work must follow the nationally recognized preservation standards known as the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.These are a series of principles and recommended practices developed over the last half century or so that guide the process of preserving, rehabilitating, restoring and reconstructing historic buildings.Some of the most important ideas in these standards are identifying and retaining historic character, repairing (rather than replacing) historic features (where possible), and basing work on physical, documentary, and pictorial evidence.The Standards also guide new construction on historic buildings, calling for new work to be both differentiated from and compatible with the existing structure.  New work should also be reversable.How does this apply to you?  If you want to fix a leaking roof, repair drafty historic windows, or replace a rotten sill in kind, you likely can readily comply with the Standards.  If you want to gut the building, though, such work may not be eligible.



Ask for the right amount of money 
for the kind of project you want to do.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have made it this far – your organization, your resource, and your scope of work are eligible – then you have to consider how much you are going to apply for.The Intent-to-Apply form will ask you for two numbers:1. How much money are you applying for?2. How much is the total cost of your project?Let’s look into how you might go about thinking about the answers to these questions.



The grant amount requested should be 
no more than half of the total project cost.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get into actual numbers, let’s begin by taking about the ratio of these two different numbers to each other.LCHIP is a matching grant program, with a one-to-one matching requirement.  That means that for every dollar that LCHIP provides, the applicant must also contribute a dollar’s worth of value.  Your dollar’s worth of value can be in both cash and non-cash.  Cash is money actually available to pay for the work to be done. Non-cash is donated value that can include services and/or materials. Recipients must provide at least half their match in cash.  In no case can LCHIP pay for more than half of the total project cost.In the pie chart above, the right half the circle is the LCHIP grant.  One quarter is cash match.  The other quarter is non-cash match.Optimally, applicants provide more than a one-to-one match.  This is because according to LCHIP’s selection criteria, projects leveraging additional funds beyond the minimum match rank higher than those that do not.  We will touch upon this again later.  For now, when filling out the Intent-to-Apply form, take care to avoid asking for more than half of the total project cost.



For restoration/rehab, the amount requested 
should be between $10,000 and $500,000.

$10,000 $500,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we get into actual dollar amounts.For those of you seeking funds to help restore or rehabilitate an historic resource, keep your request between $10,000 and $500,000.Bear in mind that you will be expected to match whatever LCHIP might award.Also bear in mind that, if funded, you will be expected to complete your project within a two-year timeframe.Consequently, the time needed to complete your fundraising and do the work may prompt you to consider keeping your grant request in the moderate range.You don’t want to get caught in an overly ambitious project that leaves you stalled.Many applicants – especially those who do not have previous experience with LCHIP – have success with smaller grants to begin with.  That way, they gain experience and build a positive track record with LCHIP – and gain the confidence to tackle more difficult phases of the project later.



For planning studies, the amount requested 
should be between $5,000 and $25,000.

$5,000 $25,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you who are seeking LCHIP funds to help pay for the creation of a preservation plan for the property, the lower limit to ask for is $5,000 and the upper limit is $25,000.If you need less than $5,000, I suggest that you contact the New Hampshire Preservation Alliance, which offers smaller grants for these kinds of studies.The fullest and most complete kind of study is called an Historic Structure Report, a format that has been used since the 1930s.  Other studies are sometimes known as Historic Building Assessments with Preservation Guidelines.  Regardless of their names, these studies typically have separate sections exploring the history of the structure, describing its architectural features, analyzing the condition of its varying elements, recommending a course of treatment, suggesting ways to break it into manageable phases, and estimating probable costs.Because of the varied skillsets involved in analyzing historic buildings, the best studies are done by a team, typically involving an architectural historian or preservation consultant, an architect, and other experts as may be needed, such an engineer, etc.



If you are planning a rehab or restoration 
project, consider doing a study first.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Intent-to-Apply form asks whether you have a preservation plan for the property.This is relevant for those of you seeking moneys for rehabbing or restoring your building.I want to take this opportunity to impress upon you a couple reasons why it is a good idea to have a study.Consider the analogy to cooking: For anything beyond the basics, you need a good recipe.



Restoration/rehab proposals with a total 
project cost of $50,000+ must have a study.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, according to LCHIP’s Criteria, Guidelines, and Procedures, shown here, if you anticipate that the total cost of your project will be $50,000 or more, you should be prepared to submit as part of your Project Proposal, a completed Historic Building Assessment with Preservation Guidelines or Historic Structures Report.LCHIP has this provision because we understand that historic buildings are complicated and that they may pose unanticipated problems.  In short, we don’t want you to wind up like Tom Hanks and Shelley Long in “The Money Pit.”A good study can help you know the extent of what needs to happen, in what order it needs to happen, and how to do what you want to do in a way that preserves and enhances the historic character of the resource.  It can also help you plan your budget and reduce the likelihood of sticker-shock later on.



If you have a study, you may be able to get 
more LCHIP money for the project.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Secondly, if you have a study, you may be able to justify applying for a larger grant to cover more of your proposed rehabilitation expenses.What do I mean by this?



Specialized preservation services 
are typical eligible expenses.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, the focus of LCHIP grants for the restoration and rehabilitation of historic buildings is on the kind of work that  directly bears on the historic parts of those buildings – carpentry that is done of old wood, masonry repair done on  old brick and stone, and window repair done on historic sashes.Here, Andrew Cushing is repairing a putty-glazed wood window sash.



Modernization costs are eligible if required to 
fulfill the recommendations of a study.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But another kind of rehabilitation expenses – those related to modernization activities – can be folded into an LCHIP-funded project, if – and only if – that work is necessary to fulfill the recommendation of an Historic Structure Report or preservation plan for the property.Modernization can mean many things, but typically this can involve heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC); mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP); fire suppression systems like sprinklers; and elevators and ramps to improve access.Why do these things need to be called for in an Historic Structure Report or other preservation plan for the property?Because if they are done without the benefit of planning for how that will be done in a way that is respectful of the historic structure, great damage to historic character can result.So if you think you might need to do some of these modernization activities and you are currently in the planning stages, make sure that your consultants know to include those aspects of the rehabilitation in their analysis.Shown here are a new toilet room at the Langdon Meetinghouse, a new ramp at Canterbury Shaker Village, a new lift at the Fuller Public Library in Hillsboro, and a new furnace at the Alstead Historical Society.



For rehab/restoration projects, nothing 
should block signing Stewardship Agreement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is one final point to make concerning the Intent-to-Apply form and the preliminary review of your eligibility for LCHIP funding.If you are planning a rehab or restoration project, be aware that when work is done, you will be expected to enter into a Stewardship Agreement – the term depends on how much money LCHIP has put into the property.  This is a legal document binding you to maintain and preserve the property for a term of years.Properties benefitting from $50,000 in LCHIP money or less entail a five-year Stewardship Agreement.  Those benefiting from $400,000 and above are subject to a perpetual easement.  Properties benefiting from intermediate levels of funding are subject to ten, fifteen, or twenty-year Stewardship Agreements.If your group owns and controls the building on its own, there is probably no problem with your committing to sign a Stewardship Agreement.But the situation can get more complicated if one group leases the resource and another group owns it.  Who is going to maintain it?  What if the lease expires?  Or is cancelled?  Will the underlying owner consent to signing a Stewardship Agreement?



Other Resources 

• New Hampshire Preservation 
Alliance

• Andrew Cushing
• Field Service Representative

• New Hampshire Division of 
Historical Resources

• Amy Dixon
• Grants Coordinator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The New Hampshire Preservation Alliance offers small matching grants that can help with smaller planning studies.  For those who seek grants under $5,000, this may be a good source of funding.  The open application process allows for consideration for funding throughout the year.  This program does not ordinarily pay for architectural drawings, however.The New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources can help you find out whether your resource is listed – or has been determined eligible for listing – on the State or National Register of Historic Places.DHR also administers grants that can benefit resources owned by public entities, such as towns, cities, counties, and school districts.  These funds are made available through funds voluntarily collected when motorists register for a conservation (“Moose”) license plate.  Moose-Plate grants are smaller than LCHIP grants, but they do not require a match – and they can be used to match LCHIP grants.



Prepare a proposal and submit it to LCHIP 
by 12 noon on Friday, June 28.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second document you must to prepare to win LCHIP funding is the proposal itself.  The deadline for submitting this to LCHIP is twelve noon on Friday, June 28.  Nine paper copies as well as an electronic copy are needed.  I encourage you not to wait until the last minute to get all this in.This package consists of a multipage application form, along with the necessary attachments.For restoration and rehab projects, the application form is ten pages long.Flor planning studies, it is five pages long.



In your proposal, explain how your project 
meets the selection criteria.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the questions on the application form are designed to address the selection criteria that the law requires us to take into account.Consequently, as you work you way through the application, take care to target your answers to the letter and the spirit of what is being asked for.



Some of the selection criteria have to do with 
your resource.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The selection criteria can be grouped into two broad categories of questions.- The first pertain to the resource itself.- The second have to do with the strength of your organization and community. Questions about the resource itself relate to its uniqueness or significance, endangerment, proximity to other protected resources, and whether the project will meet multiple objectives of LCHIP’s mission.Let’s take each of these in turn.



In your proposal, tell us about 
the uniqueness or significance of the resource.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first criterion to consider is the value of the resource – and I don’t necessarily mean the monetary value.  I mean its historical or cultural value or significance.Is the resource unique?  Is it the last remaining – or one of the last remaining – resources of its kind?  Is it exceptionally old?  A remarkable example of craftsmanship? The work of a master?  Designed by a noted architect?Perhaps the most open-ended way of asking this question is the way the National Trust has been asking it: Why does this place matter?What is its history? Is it significant for its architecture?  Is it connected with civic or individual identify?  Does it embody community?  Did it once or does it still fulfill a vital economic role in the community?  How does this place connect us in the present to past ancestors?  Is it a sacred place?  Is it a place of great beauty?  What does this place help us remember?Tell us about why this place is important.



In your proposal, tell us if the property is 
endangered or facing an imminent threat.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Endangerment has to do with the threat or threats that hang over a resource.Will the resource be lost if the proposed project does not happen?  Is it neglected, unused, underused, or unusable?For buildings, for example, does the roof leak?  Is it structurally compromised?    Has it experienced deterioration that threatens its integrity?Tell us about the challenges that your historic resource faces – and how LCHIP funding will help address them.Shown here is the old Gale School in Belmont, which must be moved to prevent demolition.  LCHIP awarded a grant to help make this happen.



In your proposal, tell us if the property is 
in proximity to other protected resources.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A third selection criterion has to do with the relationship of the resource to other nearby resources that are already protected.This is intended to help fill in gaps where some places of value have already been recognized and preserved.On the natural-resources side of our program, this comes up when applicants wish to conserve land adjacent to land that has already been conserved.  Adding to this might make a larger parcel that is both better suited for wildlife and for human recreation.On the historic-resources side of our program, this comes up when historic resources, such as, for example, a town hall, a meetinghouse, a historic school, and an old cemetery, are all part of a cohesive historic area.  If other resources close by the one you are concerned with now have benefited from LCHIP funding or are part of a regulated historic district, let us know in your application.In this aerial view of Acworth, three LCHIP projects are in close proximity: the Congregational Church and the Horse Sheds (upper left) and the Library (lower right).



In your proposal, tell us if a project will meet 
multiple objectives (natural, historic, cultural).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fourth selection criterion that has to do with the resource itself relates to whether or not the project that you envision would enhance other LCHIP goals.Bear in mind that by statute LCHIP is concerned with natural, historic, and cultural values.  The three images above, showing open-space in Durham, a meetinghouse in Bow, and a theater in Bethlehem, symbolize these three categories.A natural-resource connection could appear if, for example, your project includes elements of the landscape, farmlands, or scenic areas beyond your historic resource itself.  Some time ago, LCHIP awarded a grant to the Town of Exeter to help preserve an historic barn that the Town owns.  The barn is surrounded by land that has been part of the farm for centuries.  So there is a kind of synergy between the barn and the fields.A cultural-resource connection could be involved if your historic resource also houses cultural events and programs.  In past years, LCHIP has awarded grants to several historic town-owned Opera Houses around the state that are still performing arts venues.  More recently, we are supporting work on an historic building owned by a music school.



Some selection criteria have to do with the 
strength of your community and organization.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So those are the questions that deal with the characteristics of the resource itself you are trying to preserve.There is a whole other basket of questions relating to your organization and the community.These have to do with the strength of local-government and private support, cooperation between or among communities, the extent to which your project will leverage other funds, the ability of the applicant to provide long-term stewardship, and the capacity of the applicant to manage the project.Let’s take each of these in turn.



In your proposal, tell us about 
the strength of local governmental support.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first of these question about your organization and the community has to do with governmental support.For those of you dealing with publicly owned resources, this is, of course, important.  Do the elected representatives in your local government support your project?  Have they discussed it at a meeting and voted in support of your project?  If so, tell us about it.For those of you dealing with resources owned by nonprofit organizations, you may feel that this question does not apply to you.  But the government still has jurisdiction, even if it does not own something.And lots of governmental policies and decisions impact properties government does not own.  For example, does your community’s Master Plan name your resource as a community asset?  Is your resource in a local historic district, under the jurisdiction of an historic district commission?The Church of St. Mary and Archangel Michael, pictured here, was identified by the City of Nashua as an important resource for the surrounding neighborhood.



In your proposal, tell us about 
the strength of private support.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next question about your organization and your community has to do with the strength of private support.Are there individuals or businesses that support your project?  Have they pledged to help you raise your required match, by donating money, materials, or services?If so, tell us about it.The Upper Valley Music School, shown here, is receiving notable support from Timken Aeronautics, a company in Lebanon with which the School has a strong relationship.



In your proposal, tell us if the project involves 
cooperation between or among communities.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third item relating to your organization and community has to do with cooperation between or among communities.Why is this important?Because it suggests that a project may have a greater likelihood of success: more governmental support, more popular support, and more support from the appropriate staff of various jurisdictions.



In your proposal, tell us about leverage 
(the ability of state funds to attract other funds).

LCHIP 
funds

Other 
funds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fourth selection criterion dealing with your organization and the community has to do with the ability of state funds to attract other funds.This is known as leverage.Leverage amplifies the contribution of one financial contribution by assuring that other moneys will follow.Nonprofit organizations do this all the time when fundraising: Donate now, and your contribution will be matched by an anonymous donor.LCHIP and the State like to see this, too.  So if you have matching funds that will come more readily if LCHIP awards a grant, tell us about it.Optimally, having strong leverage means that you can contribute more than the minimum 50% of the total project cost.In general, the more funds an LCHIP grant can attract, the better.  Under the best conditions, an LCHIP grant will serve as a catalyst to additional giving.



In your proposal, tell us about the capacity 
of the applicant to manage the project.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fifth selection criterion relates to your organization: How well can your organization manage the project that you are proposing?Have you had experience doing this kind of work before?Do you have volunteers or staff with expertise in the work that is do be done?Do you have a strong and broad basis of support, so that if someone you were relying on is no longer available, the project can still go on without hindrance?



In your proposal, tell us about the ability of 
the applicant to provide stewardship.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last selection criterion relating to your organization and the community has to do with the ability of the organization that is responsible to maintain the resource to provide good long-term stewardship.That means planning for and taking the necessary actions to successfully preserve and protect the resource.This can include monitoring the resource for problems, performing regular maintenance and upkeep, obtaining sufficient insurance, and securing enough money to do all of this.So LCHIP is very much interested in how well poised the responsible organization is to carry out these duties.Is there a dedicated funding stream that can help maintain the property?  Are there people involved who know the resource well and have the skills to identify problems and do what needs to be done?If so, tell us about it.Here, a dedicated volunteer applies a coat of paint to the Milton Town House.



Include attachments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The application form should also have a set of attachments.They provide supplemental information.Let’s talk about each of the attachments in turn.



Pay particular attention to the budget page.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the attachments are required of all of you.Seven attachments fall in this category.The first is particularly important.So far, we have been mostly talking about the text of your proposal – but numbers also play a critical role in writing a successful grant.Of course, your requested grant amount and your projected total project cost are noted in the Intent-to-Apply form and in the first page of the application.But the budget page is where you go into greater detail about how much money you hope to put into the project and how you intend to spend it. A few tips on this score:The items in your budget should correlate with and support the text in the rest of the application.  Be as precise as you can while still keeping it to one page.  And please, no pennies.A budget consists of an income side and an expense side.  These two elements should balance.  



In your proposal, tell us in the budget how 
you would like to spend the money.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s look at each of these two sides.  For many of you, it may make sense to begin with expenses.For those of you seeking a restoration or rehabilitation grant, you may already have a planning study that provides some estimates of probable costs.  This is a good beginning point in terms of understanding the moneys that may be involved.But all of you – whether you are seeking a restoration and rehab grant or a planning grant, or whether you have a planning study or not – will also need quotes from those who might do the work.I say “might” because you under no obligation to hire whomever you ask for a quote.Indeed, it is optimal, if you can do it, to obtain multiple bids, so that you have a better understanding of the range of possible costs.  Sometimes they can vary enormously.And you are under no obligation to go with the cheapest quote.  Bids that are too low might result in poor quality work – or may be inaccurate resulting in costly change-orders later on.



In your proposal, tell us in the budget how 
you would like to raise the necessary match.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other half of the budget is the income side.The LCHIP grant, if awarded, would, of course be a part of your income equation, so that will get one line.But how will you raise your required match?Will there be a warrant article voted on at Town Meeting?Do you have any other prospective grant applications in the offing?Do you anticipate a capital campaign?Are there appropriations from some other source that you can rely upon?Tell us about all likely sources of funding.



In your proposal, attach photographs that 
help explain what you would like to do.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second attachment is a series of photographs.These are important because, when trying to understand historic resources, pictures make it so much easier to visualize what is going on.You can submit up to ten photosThey should be submitted digitally, too, in JPEG form.  We use these for PowerPoint presentations to our Historic-Resources Review Panel and to our Board of Directors.I recommend having at least one high-quality view of your resource as a whole.Other images can detail particular issues that you are seeking to address.Here we see areas of missing plaster at the Cornish Meetinghouse, missing slates on the roof of the Concord Woman’s Club, and a general view of the Center Harbor Town House.



Tell us who took your photos, who is in them, and 
whether we have permission to reproduce them.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A separate attachment provides us with information about the photographs.Typically, there are four pieces of information:Who took the photographs, Who (if anybody) is pictured in them, Do we have permission to reproduce them, andIf so, how should that person be credited.



In your proposal, attach documentation 
of the proposed total project cost.

$ $$

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another attachment documents the projected total project cost.If you said in your budget that you have a $45,000 job to do, provide the information here on how you arrived at that figure.Any estimates that you collected belong here.So do other calculation sheets that illuminate how you came up with your expected expenses.



In your proposal, attach proof of listing – or 
eligibility for listing – on State/Nat’l Register.

Grant Round 17 (2018) 
Wolfeboro Freight Shed  
Attachment 3 
Proof of Determination of Eligibility for listing on the State Register. 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another attachment documents that your resource is officially considered “historic.”As noted earlier, this may be actual listing on the State or National Register of Historic Places.Or you may have obtained – or be in the process now of obtaining – a Determination of Eligibility from the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources.In the paper copies that you submit,  a short (one or two page) letter or other document confirming this status is sufficient.In the electronic copy that you submit, you can include the whole nomination form or DOE, if you have a copy.


Grant Round 17 (2018)

Wolfeboro Freight Shed 

Attachment 3

Proof of Determination of Eligibility for listing on the State Register.
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In your proposal, attach a map 
showing the location of the resource.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another attachment is a map, showing the location of the resource.We like to be able to visit the sites of possible LCHIP projects, especially restoration and rehabilitation grants, which tend to be larger and more complicated.W typically block out some time from late July to early October for staff and review panelists to meet onsite with project proponents.Additionally, we have review panelists and board members who sometimes take it upon themselves on their own time to drive around the state to look at historic resources that are candidates for funding.All of this visiting goes easier if we can readily find your resource.GPS may or may not work on the road, so a good paper map still has its place.Show us where your resource is located, especially in relation to numbered state highways and notable landmarks.



Have your proposal signed 
by the appropriate authority.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another attachment  is a page for signatures.These indicate that the organization applying for funds is willing to take on the responsibilities of administering the grant and handling the money appropriately.The property owner, if different from the applicant, would also need to sign.For municipalities, this person is typically the top elected official of the jurisdiction – or the manager of the town, city, or county in question, depending upon who is authorized to make this kind of commitment.For nonprofit organizations, this is typically a board chair, president, or executive director, again depending upon who has the authority to commit the organization to the kind of project you are planning.



For rehab/restoration projects costing 
$50,000+, attach preservation-planning study.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those are the attachments required of all applicants.Others only pertain in certain situations.If you are applying for a restoration or rehabilitation grant, and if the total project cost is expected to be $50,000 or more, you will need to attach an Historic Building Assessment with Preservation Guidelines or an Historic Structures Report.As noted earlier, this requirement is designed to make sure that the larger projects have been sufficiently investigated ahead of time to prevent unexpected changes in expenses or the scope of work – or the loss of its historic character.



For 501 c nonprofits, 
attach your Letter of Determination from the IRS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Applicants who represent nonprofit organizations that are exempt from paying federal income tax will need to submit their Letter of Determination from the Internal Revenue Service, certifying that that they qualify for that status under section 501 c of the IRS Code.



For 501 c nonprofits, 
attach a list of your current board of directors.

President

Secretary

Treasurer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another attachment only nonprofits is a list of your current board of directors.



For 501 c nonprofits, 
attach your most recent financial statement.

Assets Liabilities

Income Expense

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A final attachment for nonprofits is a statement that provides financial information about the organization.Helpful information to include isA balance sheet that tells us what the group has in the way of assets, andAn income and expense sheet that shows the kinds of moneys coming in and going out in a typical year.Those of you representing larger organizations that are audited on a regular basis by an accountant may be able to find this information on your audit report.Smaller groups can provide a treasurer’s report that provides the necessary information.



Questions?

Website: www.lchip.org

Tel: 224-4113

E-mail: gborn@lchip.org

http://www.lchip.org/
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